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Abstract
Our final design report summarizes the concept development, design requirements, design
process, important calculations, design evaluation, product fabrication, wiring, coding, Work Breakdown
Schedule, cost analysis and product testing/evaluation for our bulk material transporter that we have
named, “The Mobile Radiation Shield.” The report begins with a brief introduction, followed by a problem
statement and corresponding design requirements. Then there is the design description along with the
subsystems design descriptions. Next, the report illustrates the evolution and refinement of the MRS
based on important factors leading to the final design and the control system design. The report then
describes how the MRS was fabricated as well as tested/evaluated. The Work Breakdown Schedule follows
these, and then the bill of materials with the cost analysis. Finally, we evaluate the finished design by
ensuring that all requirements have been met, and make conclusions on the final project outcome.
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I.

Introduction
In Section II the design description of the autonomous robot are discussed, followed by a description of
our concept development and, ultimately, our final design overview. The subsystems of the MRS III are
then introduced and shown in detail in Section III. Section IV outlines our calculations to determine the
proper analysis necessary for our final product. The entirety of the control system design is covered in
section V and it is followed by a description of the product fabrication process in section VI. Section VII and
VIII cover the product testing/evaluation phases and the bill of materials/cost analysis, respectively. We
then verify that our design has satisfied the design requirements in Section X. Finally, a synopsis of the
MRS III and design process concludes the report in Section XI. References and the appendix are provided in
Sections XII and XIII respectively.

I.1 Problem Statement
Our team must design an autonomous vehicle capable of traversing a curved ramp to deliver a bulk
load of lead disks.

I.2 High-Level Design Requirement
1. The vehicle will follow a pre-designed pathway and dump its load into a collection bin at the end of the
path.
2. The path has 3 platforms and 2 ramps with a 3.5 inch wall on all sides. The platform is about 124 inches
long and made of wooden boards. The collection bin will be separated from the ramp by about 4
inches.
3. The cargo is comprised of lead discs weighing 5.75 pounds and measuring 6 inches (OD), 25/64 inches
(ID) and has a 0.5 inch thickness.
1

4. The final vehicle must fit inside a rectangular box of 12x12x16 inches with external dimensions being no
larger than this specification. The device must be fully assembled when inside this box.
5. The vehicle must be powered by ordinary batteries, either disposable or rechargeable and quantity is
limited to 10 AAA, AA, C or D (1.5 Volts) and 3 9-volt batteries (all disposable) or 12 1.2 volt batteries
plus 3 9-volt batteries (all rechargeable). Battery types, chargeable and rechargeable, cannot be mixed.
6. Battery is the only source of energy allowed. Battery packs can be used as long as batteries comply with
rule 5.
7. All powered devices must have readily accessible and clearly labeled emergency kill switches.
8. One on/off switch can be installed on the vehicle and can only be used in the loading area to start or
end a load delivery trip.
9. The team can only work on the vehicle in the loading area.
10. The vehicle must be entirely inside the loading area prior to starting and the 10 minute trial begins as
soon as the vehicle enters the loading area.
11. The team has a budget of $350. Salvaged parts, materials and components can be used. No individual
funds are allowed [1].

I.3 Prior-State-of-the-Art
Currently there are other autonomous robots under development and on the market that are capable
of transporting a bulk load such as Boston Dynamics’ “Big Dog” and “LS3,” and Swisslog’s “RoboCourier”
[1] [2]. While these robots are well suited for their intended applications their large size makes them illsuited for the desired task of navigating the narrow, curved ramp. Due to this, we propose a new
autonomous vehicle small and agile enough to navigate the ramp, but with enough power to reliably
deliver the load.
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II.

Design Description
The main goal of our team’s design effort was to design a unique, autonomous vehicle capable of
transporting the maximum amount of discs possible in our time limit. When designing the vehicle we had
to keep in mind many design requirements including the High-Level Design Requirements outlined in
Section I.2 and the system specifications presented in Section I.3

II.1 Design Concept Development
a.

“The Caterpillar” (As shown in Figure 1 & 2)

Figure 1: “The Caterpillar” Front Isometric View
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Figure 2: “The Caterpillar” Back Isometric View
Table 1:“The Caterpillar” Specifications
Body
Drive System

Sensors

Delivery System

3 Segments Hinged Together
6 BaneBot Wheels
4 Powered Wheels
-2 Front Pull
-2 Rear Push
2 Support Wheels in the middle
2 Push Button
-Front and Rear
6 Mechanical Arms
-Sides of Each Body Segment
Hinged Compartment Powered By Linear Actuator on Two Guide Rails

Our first conceptual design, “The Caterpillar,” is shown above in Figures 1 and 2, and its specifications
are outlined in Table 1. The Caterpillar consists of three separate sections; each supported by two wheels and
connected to each other via pin joints. The Caterpillar utilizes mechanical sensors that will be in contact with
the ramp walls and essentially allow it to feel its way through the course. It will also use a Roomba-style switch
at the front and rear to allow it to stop when it reaches the end of the course. The three sections will be
supported by two wheels each, and the front and rear pair of wheels will be driving while the middle pair will be
free to rotate. The Caterpillar will carry disks horizontally and unload them by sliding them off a hinged
platform.
4

b. “The Classic” (As Shown in Figure 3 & 4)

Figure 3: "The Classic" Front Isometric View

Figure 4: "The Classic" Back Isometric View
Table 2: "The Classic" Specifications
Body
Drive System

Sensors
Delivery System

Rigid Rectangular Horizontal Platform
4 Wheels
All Wheel Drive
Individual Motor for Each Wheel
2 Ultrasonic Sensors—Front and Rear
Each Sensor Swept Through 180 degrees by Servo
Hinged Drop Gate Powered by Servo
Inclined Platform Induces Rolling
Linear Actuator Shifts Discs to Drop Gate Position

Our second conceptual design, “The Classic,” is shown above in Figures 3 and 4, and its specifications
are outlined in Table 2.The Classic consists of a box shaped body and four drive wheels. The Classic will utilize
5

ultrasonic sensors to detect the ramp walls, allowing it to navigate the course. An elevator system will be
utilized to carry the disks vertically atop a ramp. A linear actuator will then remove a barrier, allowing the disks
to roll off the ramp and into the collection box.
c. “The Trike” (As Shown in Figures 5 & 6)

Figure 5: “The Trike” Rotated Front View

Figure 6: “The Trike” Back Isometric View
Table 3: “The Trike” Specifications
Body
Drive System

Sensors

Rigid Rectangular Horizontal Platform
2 Powered Wheels

1 Right

1 Left
1 Smaller Front Wheel
2 Infrared Sensors in Crossed - Alignment
-Right and Left of Robot’s Center on the Front
6

Delivery System

Elevator System Powered by Servo to Ramp Delivery

Our final conceptual design, “The Trike,” is shown above in Figures 5 and 6, and its specifications are
outlined in Table 3. The Trike is similar to The Classic, but uses only three wheels. It will have two drive wheels
at its rear and a front castor wheel that is freely rotating. The Trike will use crossed infrared sensors to calculate
its distance from the walls and thus be able to navigate the course. It will also carry the disks vertically, and the
linear actuator will push the disks to the top of the ramp so they can roll off the vehicle into the delivery box.
Table 4: Pair-Wise Comparison Chart

Factors

Cost

Speed

Cost

10

6

Speed

4

Load Capacity

Load Capacity

Reliability

Aesthetics

Power Consumption

Total

Weight

7

4

9

6

42

0.20

10

3

2

9

5

33

0.16

3

7

10

3

9

3

35

0.17

Reliability

6

8

7

10

10

8

49

0.23

Aesthetics

1

1

1

0

10

1

14

0.07

Power Consumption

4

5

7

2

9

10

37

0.18

Total Sum:

210

1

As seen in Table 4, we value reliability highest of all design factors. Although each factor is important,
the ultimate goal is to create a working design. Other factors that are specified by high level design
requirements, such as cost and power consumption, were also valued highly. Load capacity and speed are
important, but less so than the three aforementioned factors. Finally, aesthetics is the least important, but it is
still necessary to a successful design.
Table 5: Objectives Tree
Sub-function
Weight Factor Caterpillar Trike Classic
Cost
0.20
3
9
8
Speed
0.16
5
5
5
Load Capacity
0.17
6
6
5
Reliability
0.23
7
2
8
Aesthetics
0.07
10
3
8
Power Consumption
0.18
6
8
6
Total Score:
5.74
5.66
6.67
7

According to our objectives tree analysis of Table 5, the Classic is the most viable conceptual design. It
does not differ significantly from the other two designs in terms of speed, power consumption, and load
capacity, but it is more reliable as a result of its sensors and simplistic yet functional design. The Caterpillar may
have done much better, but we anticipate its large quantity of moving parts will increase its cost and may
decrease its reliability. The Trike is a very cost effective design, but due to its infrared sensors, is also unreliable
in environments with sunlight.
After we had determined the Classic design would meet our design requirements best, we further
refined the design. Figure 7 below shows the first redesign of the Classic Robot. It still uses ultrasonic sensors,
and a ramp to unload the discs. However, due to cost restraints the number of motors has been reduced from
four drive motors down to two. It has two rear free spinning wheels and two drive wheels that are located at
the front of the robot. The number of lead plates was increased to six in order to maximize the number of point
per each run. This design uses an aluminum wedge on a power screw that moves behind each plate and pushes
the plate over a stopping block so it can roll down the ramp.

Figure 7: Classic Redesign 1
d. “The Mobile Radiation Shield” (As Shown in Figures 8 & 9)
From the feedback we received from Professor Shaefer we further refined our Classic Design and
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renamed it the Mobile Radiation Shield, or "MRS" Robot. This revamped design is presented in Figure 8.
The first issue that was fixed with the MRS design was the issue of skid steering. The Classic design had fixed
rear wheels that would cause extra friction during turning, which would require increased power needs. For the
MRS Robot the rear fixed wheels were replaced with caster bearings, which have a negligible amount of friction
during turning. Next, we changed the unloading mechanism from an angled wedge to a staggered block that
pushes an edge plate forward. The MRS unloading mechanism is shown in Figure 9 below. Additionally, the
MRS Robot only carries four plates compared to the original six, which was also a result of cost restraints. In
order to carry six plates we would have had to purchase motors and gear box assemblies with a stall torque of
over 500lb-in, which cost $70.00 per motor assembly. By carrying four plates we were able to downgrade to
two Polulu 100:1 gear motors that have a stall torque of 220lb-in and cost $25.00 a piece. The final design
change that was made from the Classic Robot to the MRS Robot was the frame. The original robot was made
up of thin aluminum rods that needed to be welded together along with large aluminum plates to support the
carrying assembly. Due to cost and machinability we switched to making the entire structure out of aluminum
angles. The raw angles are very cheap, $12.00 for 12ft, and are very easy to assemble as they are all bolted
together using #8 screws.

Figure 8: The Mobile Radiation Shield
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Figure 9: MRS Unloading Mechanism
e. “The Mobile Radiation Shield III” (As Shown in Figure 10)
The MRS Robot was further refined to the MRS III Robot, which is shown below in Figure 10 .The first
noticeable change is the new carrying assembly formation and material. In order to move our center of mass to
the centroid of the MRS III the cargo load was split in half by carrying two plates on either side of the power
screw motor. Not only does this balance the robot, but it removes moments in the pushing block. The MRS III’s
pushing block engages two plates at a time that are symmetrically across from one another. This removes
lateral forces on the guide rods. For the material of the carrying assembly and ramp delrin is being used. In
order build the carrying assembly out of new delrin it would cost $70.00 just for the base material, excluding
what would needed for the side walls. Between the machine shop and Mr. Aaron Christian’s ASME Robot Shop
there was an ample supply of scrap pine delrin available to us. Delrin was the perfect material choice for this
mechanism because of its machinability and low coefficient of friction. This makes it easier for the power screw
motor to drive the pushing piece with five different points of contact.

10

Figure 10: MRS III ROBOT

II.2 Design Overview
The Mobile Radiation Shield III (MRS III) is a small autonomous robot that is designed to navigate a
service ramp in a nuclear facility and deliver a payload to block radiation leaks. The MRS III is designed to be
rapidly disassembled and reassembled so it can be shipped to different facilities. Below in Figure 11 is the final
MRS III alongside the final computer model of the MRS III. Multiple view of the MRS III are provided in Figure 12
at the end of this section.
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Figure 11: MRS III Final CAD Model and Final Product
The most noticeable features of the MRS III are the frame construction and the unloading mechanism.
The MRS III, unlike most nuclear facility service bots, has a frame constructed out of extruded aluminum angles
rather than aluminum plates. This was done because aluminum angles are much less expensive than aluminum
sheets and blocks, and because when disassembled the frame can easily fit into a small USPS standard small
package box.
The carrying assembly and unloading mechanism is primarily constructed out of delrin sheets. This
material was selected because of its machinability and low coefficient of friction which allowed for a power
screw with five points of contact. The led plates are set vertically in the carrying assembly and are held in place
by a small delrin stoppers. When the MRS III reaches the top of the ramp the two push buttons on the front of
the robot are engaged and the unloading mechanism is turned on. The 154 RPM Tetrix motor powers the lead
screw and causes the delrin pushing piece to move forward pushing two lead plates off at a time. This keeps
the center of mass behind the front wheels, preventing the robot from tipping forward, and requires less power
from the motor.
The drive system for the MRS III consists of two powered wheels and two caster bearing. The two drive
wheels are 2 inch BaneBot wheels and are attached to a shaft using BaneBot set screw hexagon hubs. The
12

shaft is supported by a shaft block that has a bearing press fitted into a block of aluminum that is mounted to
the MRS III's frame. The shaft is connected to a 152RPM geared motor using an aluminum set screw coupler.
Caster bearings are used in the back of the robot to remove friction so there is not skid steering. This reduces
power consumption on the drive motors and makes it easier to steer the MRS III.
The MRS III has two ultrasonic sensors and two push button sensors. It uses one ultrasonic sensor at a
time to measure its distance from the service ramp wall. The front left sensor is used to when driving up the
ramp and the back right sensor is used when driving in reverse down the ramp. This is to prevent the MRS III
from running into a wall because the leading end is the point of measurement. The two push buttons are used
to sense the end of the ramp. In order for the unloading sequence to begin, both buttons must be engaged.
The drive motors will continue to spin until the robot is square with the wall. This prevents the unloading
sequence from starting if the robot is not square with the end of the ramp or if one button is hit by a side wall
on accident.
The power supply for the MRS III consists of four separate battery configurations. The twelve volt SBRio standard battery pack, which is mounted on the back of the robot in front of the guide rod. There are two
nine volt batteries which are used to supply current to the ultrasonic sensors and the push buttons. The 9 volt
batteries are mounted on the inside of each side rail. Finally the drive motors and power screw motor are
powered by 16 AA batteries. These batteries are housed in two separate 12 volt holders purchased at Radio
Shack and are wired in parallel with each other. The MRS III can run with 8 AA batteries, but two are used to
make sure it has enough mAh to complete four runs.
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Figure 12: MRS III (A) Isometric (B) Front (C) Top (D) Side

II.3 System Specifications
Our low level design requirements are based on the goal of transporting as many disks as possible in a
limited amount of time with a limited amount of power. Therefore we will design our robot to move relatively
slowly and complete fewer runs, but carry many disks per run. The low level design requirements are as follows:
1.

The transporter must make at least two runs in five minutes, while carrying four discs per run. Since the

transporter will travel roughly 188.5 inches up the ramp, its average speed must be about 3.81 m/s.
2.

Obviously, we require the robot to fit within the 12” by 12” by 16” size limit, and based on our designs,

this will not be a problem.
3.

For cost efficiency, we will complete most of our test runs using rechargeable batteries. However, to

maximize performance we will use disposable batteries during the competition.
14

4.

Our design requires two motors to power our vehicle. A third motor will be used to power the power-

screw unloading mechanism once the vehicle reaches the top of the ramp.
5.

To unload our discs, we will utilize a power screw that pushes them off one by one. At any one time,

the greatest load on this mechanism will be 2 lead discs.

II.4 Overall System Design
The MRS III Robot is designed to carry four lead plates up a service ramp and drop them on to a nuclear
reactor exhaust shaft in order to block radiation leakage. It has two front drive wheels powered by two Polulu
100:1 geared motors, and two caster bearings in the rear. The MRS navigates by utilizing an ultrasonic sensor
to track and follow the wall of the service ramp. When it gets close to the end of the ramp, the frontal
ultrasonic sensor senses the wall and reduces the speed of the robot. When the robot hits the wall the frontal
push button is pressed and the power screw motor turns on driving the unloading mechanism forward. This
pushes two plates over a lip on the carrying assembly, causing the plates to roll down the ramp and into the
radiation leakage.

Figure 13: Structural System
The structural system of the MRS III Robot, shown in Figure 13 above, is designed to provide a stable
15

platform to house all of the components.

Figure 14: Unloading System

The unloading system, shown in purple in Figure 14, is required to carry the four lead plates while the
MRS III drives up the service ramp. When the MRS III reaches the end of the ramp, the unloading system
pushes the plates down the inclined surface and into the nuclear leak.

Figure 15: Drive System
The drive system is shown above in Figure 15 in blue. The drive system is responsible for moving the
16

MRS III Robot up the service ramp.

Figure 16: Electronics System

The electronics system is responsible for powering the robot, sensing the robots surroundings, and controlling
the robot. It uses ultrasonic and push button sensors to detect where the walls are during its trip up the service
ramp. The electronics system is shown in green in Figure 16 above.

II.5 Mechanical System Operation
The MRS III consists of two separate mechanical systems; the unloading subsystem and the drive
subsystem. The unloading subsystem holds the lead plates while the MRS III drives up the ramp, and delivers
the unloads the plates at the end. The drive subsystem is used by the MRS III to move.
The unloading subsystem consists of two holding blocks, which the plates rest in, and two ramps that
the plates roll down when they are unloaded. These components are made out of scrap delrin. To unload the
plates a pushing piece, also made of delrin, is mounted on a lead screw that is powered by a 154 RPM Tetrix
motor. The pushing piece moves forward as the lead screw spins and pushes two plates off at a time. First, the
outer two plates are unloaded, then the inner two. The pushing piece has two guide rods that are used to keep
the pushing piece straight. The plates are unloaded two at a time for two reasons. The MRS III weighs just over
20lbs and has a center of mass one inch behind the front wheels. Each disc weighs six pounds, for a total of
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24lbs of cargo. If they are all unloaded at once, the MRS III will tip forward, so unloading two discs at a time
keeps the center of mass behind the front wheels at all times. The method of unloading also requires less
demand from the motor, and thus allows a less expensive motor to be used.
The MRS III has two separate assemblies in the drive subsystem. Each assembly consists of a 152 RPM
geared motor which is mounted to the base of the structural assembly using a mount that was designed and
manufactured in house. The output of the motor is connected to a shaft using an aluminum set screw coupler.
The shaft is then fed through a bearing that is press fitted to a shaft block that was also designed and
manufactured in house. Using a BaneBot's hex hub, a blue BaneBots wheel is mounted on the end of the shaft.
The two assemblies are mirrored copies of the other and are mounted on the bottom of the MRS III just in front
of the center of mass in order to maximize friction between the wheels and the steepest section of the ramp.

II.6 Control System Operation
The control system of the MRS III consists of two HC-SR04 Ultrasonic Sensors, three momentary
pushbuttons and the single and dual versions of the MC33926 motor driver carrier. The two HC-SR04 Ultrasonic
Sensors are used to guide the MRS III as it traverses the ramp. One ultrasonic sensor is located on the front left
on the MRS III and used to navigate up the ramp while the other is placed in the left rear and is used to direct
the MRS III back down the ramp on the return journey. Two of the pushbuttons are located on front of the MRS
III and are used to initiate the unloading sequence once it has come into contact with the end wall of the ramp.
The other pushbutton is employed as the Emergency Stop, which completely stops all motor and sensor
function and terminates the running program. The single channel motor driver carrier is used to supply the
appropriate power to the unloading motor while the dual channel motor driver carrier dictates how much
power is supplied to each drive motor.
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III.

Susbsystems Design Description

III.1 Structural Subsystem
An exploded view of the structural system of the MRS III is shown below in Figure 17.

Figure 17: Structural System – Exploded View
The structural system is responsible for providing a stable platform for the rest of the components in the MRS III
Robot. It is composed of cheap aluminum angles cut to various lengths that are bolted together using a
standard 8-32 3/4" socket head bolt. The two base pieces are made out of scrap 1/4" lexan sheets from the
ASME Battlebots Team. This is what the SB-Rio board is mounted to along with the motor mounts the drive
motors, dual motor driver, and push button sensor.
The structural system is required to hold the weight of the robot components and the four lead plates
which is a total load of 29.75 lbs (excluding the weight of the structural assembly). The entire structural
assembly will cost only $12 to complete plus the cost of fasteners.

III.2 Unloading Subsystem
An exploded view of the unloading system is provided in Figure 18 below.
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Figure 18: Unloading System – Exploded View
The unloading assembly is responsible for carrying and unloading the lead plates, and is mounted to the
horizontal support mounts from the structural assembly. It consists of mechanical as well as structural
components. Four lead plates are carried in the two wooden carrying assemblies. These wood carrying
assemblies are screwed into the structural system along with the two wooden ramps using wood screws. The
unloading mechanism consists of a power screw that uses a scrap Tetrix 145 rpm geared motor to turn.
Attached to the power screw is a pushing piece that is supported by two guide rods. The pushing piece has a Cshape which allows it to symmetrically be in contact with only two plates a time. The pushing piece is
progressed forward as the power screw turns. Ultimately the pushing piece comes into contact with the plates,
and push two plates at a time over a hump and down the ramp.
The unloading system is required to transfer the load from the four plates to the structural system. This
is a weight of 22.8lbs. In order to push the plates up and over the hump the motor needs to supply torque of
1.67 lb-in. The angle and length of the ramp are also important. It has an angle of 30o and is 4.19 inches long,
which will cause the center of the plates to land 5.39 inches into the receptacle.
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III.3 Drive Subsystem

Figure 19: Drive System – Exploded View
The drive system propels the MRS III Robot up the service ramp in order to drop off its nuclear
insulating payload. The drive system consists of a Polulu 100:1 geared motor that is mounted to the bottom of
the front base plate using a custom made motor mount. The motor shaft uses a brass coupling to connect to a
1/4" shaft that has a Banebots 2 7/8" wheel mounted to it using a Banebot's hex set screw hub. The drive shaft
is connected to the side rail of the structural system using a custom made shaft pillow with a 1/4" inner
diameter ball bearing.
The drive system has three requirements it has to meet. The motor has to provide enough torque to
drive the robot up the ramp, the wheel has to have enough friction so that it does not slip, and the assembly
has to be able to support the entire MRS III Robot's weight of 31.3lbs. The motor has a stall torque of 13.75 inch
pounds, or 220 inch ounces, and has to provide a total torque of 6.35 inch pounds to move the robot up the
steepest section of the ramp.
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III.3 Electronics Subsystem
An exploded view of the electronics system of the MRS III is shown below in Figure 20.

Figure 20: Electronics System – Exploded View
The electronics system is the brains, senses, and energy supply of the MRS III Robot. The main
component of the electronics system is the SB-Rio board which processes and executes our control program. It
is connected to two motor drivers, the Dual VNH3SP30 Motor Driver, and the MC33926 Motor Driver, which are
connected to the drive system. Additionally, this system utilizes two ultrasonic sensors and two push buttons.
The ultrasonic sensor on the side is used to track the robots distance from the side wall of the service ramp, and
guides the robot up the ramp. The ultrasonic sensor on the front of the robot is used to detect the end of the
ramp and lets the robot now it should slow down before contact is made. The frontal push button sensor is
used to trigger the unloading system once the robot makes contact with the end of the ramp. The second push
button is the on/off switch for the MRS III Robot. Furthermore, the electronics system has two rechargeable
battery packs— the SB-Rio battery pack and the Nimh 12V 4200mAh battery pack. The first battery solely
supplies power the SB-Rio board, while the Nimh 12V battery powers the drive motors, power screw motor,
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and sensors. Moreover, there is also a 5A in line fuse between the Nimh 12V and the components, which is not
shown in Figure 20. There is also a 5A in line fuse to protect the motor drivers.
Both motor drivers have a running current of 3A, and a max current rating of 5A. The motor drivers are
rated up to 18V. This matches up perfectly with the drive motors and power screw motor which all have a
running current of 3A, a stall current of 5A, and are meant for 12V.

Design Analysis
IV.1 Move/Velocity Profile
In order to accurately calculate the necessary power and torque requirements for our transporter, we
developed and refined our velocity profile so that it is reasonable given our constraints. However, it still
allows us to make several runs in our allotted time. The velocity profile is shown in Figure 21.
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Figure 21: Velocity Profile for a Complete Run
On our velocity profile plot, each black arrow represents a time interval of 15 seconds. The
unloading time at the top of the ramp is 30 seconds; therefore, a complete run will take 1:45. This does not
include the time it takes to reload the transporter, which we estimate to be roughly 10 to 15 seconds. With
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a complete run time of about two minutes, we will be able to make two and a half runs during the five
minute competition period.
The peak and average velocities of each section of the move profile are shown below in Table 6.
Table 6: Peak and Average Velocities in Move Profile
Acceleration
(Interval 1)

Constant Speed
(Interval 2)

Deceleration
(Interval 3)

Acceleration
(Interval 4)

Deceleration
(Interval 5)

Avg. Velocity

3.08

6.15

3.08

-6.15

-6.15

Peak Velocity

6.15

6.15

6.15

-12.3

-12.3

IV.2 Power Requirement Calculations
a. Tractive Force Calculations
We calculated the normal forces on the front and rear wheels according to Equations 1 and 2:

(1)

(2)
The maximum tractive forces on the front and rear wheels were then calculated using the normal
forces and the coefficient of friction between the wheels and the plywood surface. In order to calculate
the coefficient of friction between plywood and our wheels, we used a testing apparatus similar to the one
suggested in Professor Shaefer’s “Lecture 2: Mechanical Engineering Based Design Approach for the
Transporter” []. Using existing Banebot wheels and some plywood, we found the angles of slippage and
calculated the coefficient of friction. When placed against the grain and with the grain, the wheels began
slipping at angles of 420 and 410 respectively. Using these angles, we calculated the coefficients of friction
based on Equation 3.
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(3)

The calculated coefficients of friction are presented in Table 7. In order to account for possible
error in the measurement of the angle, we used the more conservative angle of 400 to determine the
coefficient of friction used in the following calculations. This was necessary in order to avoid possibly over
estimating the coefficient of friction and causing our vehicle to slip on the ramp.

Table 7: Experimentally Determined Coefficients of Friction
Against Grain With Grain Conservative Estimate Used in Calculations
Coefficient of Friction
0.90
0.87
0.84
Once we determined our coefficient of friction, we calculated the maximum tractive force our
transporter could produce based on the front wheel normal force, which was calculated according to
Equation 4.
(4)

For front wheel drive, the total tractive force of the device is the same as the tractive force of the front
wheels only. We also calculated the component of the gravitational force acting along the inclines
according Equation 5:
(5)

The calculated values are summarized below in Table 8. The maximum tractive forces are significantly
higher than the weight components along each incline, showing that the transporter will be able to ascend
the ramps.
Table 8: Results of Tractive Forces Calculations
Incline 1 Incline 2
FW Normal Force (lb)
24.0
18.7
FW Max Tractive Force (lb)
20.1
15.7
Weight acting along incline (lb)
2.6
7.6
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b. Propulsion Force Calculations
In order to save power while still fulfilling our required time limit for each run, we will utilize a
trapezoidal profile during the ascent and a triangular profile during the descent. We require 45 seconds to
ascend the ramp, 30 seconds to unload, and 30 seconds to return. This will allow us about two and a half
round trips during the competition. The maximum speed, average speed, and acceleration are summarized
in Table 9. For reference, more detailed average velocities were calculated as well and summarized in
Table 6 in Section 1.
Table 9: Move Profile Specifications
Run Time (s)
Average velocity (in/s)
Max velocity (in/s)
Max Acceleration (in2/s)
Angular acceleration of wheels
(rad/s2)

Ascent
45
4.10
6.15
0.41

Descent
30
6.15
12.29
0.82

0.29

0.57

Using the normal forces previously calculated for the front and rear wheels on each section of the
ramp, we found beta by simply dividing the normal forces by the total weight of the transporter. The
calculated values of beta are summarized Table 10.

Table 10: Calculated Values of Beta

Beta (flat):
Beta (incline 1):
Beta (incline 2):

% Weight
on FW
84.6
72.5
59.7

% Weight
on RW
15.4
15.3
14.9

% Weight acting
along incline
0
12.2
25.4

In order to calculate the required propulsion force, we first needed to estimate the coefficient of
rolling friction,

and the coefficient of drivetrain friction,

. We also used the required acceleration to
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calculate the inertial force, and we used the component of weight acting along the inclines to calculate the
opposing gravitational force. The required propulsion force could then be calculated using the Equations 7
and 8.
(7)
(8)
The MRS 2 uses Banebots wheels with rubber tread for the front wheels and castor bearings in the
rear. The Banebots wheels are fairly hard rubber, so they do not deform significantly while rolling.
Similarly, the steel castor bearings do not deform significantly while rolling. Therefore we can expect a
coefficient of rolling friction much lower than that for an air filled tire. Based on the coefficient of rolling
friction between car tires and concrete, we generously estimated our coefficient of rolling friction to be
0.015 [8]. Since our drive motors use planetary gearboxes composed of steel and plastic components, we
estimated the drivetrain friction coefficient,

, based on the frictional coefficients of these materials in

lubricated conditions. Therefore, our value of 0.2 is a generous estimate for the drivetrain frictional
coefficient [4]. Table 11 shows the required propulsion forces on each section of the ramp as well as the
corresponding maximum tractive forces based on the front wheel normal forces and coefficient of friction.
Table 11: Calculated Required Propulsion Forces and Corresponding Maximum Tractive Forces
Flat sections
7.13 ° Incline
14.04° Incline

Maximum Tractive Force (lb) Required Propulsion Force (lb)
19.47
1.17
15.60
5.06
11.61
8.75

IV.3 Torque Requirement Calculations
a. Required Propulsion Torque
The important parameters of our transporter and the ramp are summarized in Table 12.
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Table 12: Relevant Transporter and Ramp Parameters
Diameter of wheel (in)
2.9
Horizontal distance to CM from RW (in) 5.5
Height of CM (in)
6.0
Wheelbase (in)
6.5
Angle of incline 1 (degrees)
7.1
Angle of incline 2 (degrees)
14.0

Based on the required propulsion force calculated previously, the required propulsion torque
based on a wheel diameter of 2 7/8” and two drive motors are shown in Table 13 for each section of the
ramp. The required propulsion torque can also be understood as the friction torque, or the torque
generated by friction between the ramp and the wheels.

Table 13: Required Propulsion Torques per Motor
Propulsion Torque (in-lb)
Flat
0.84
Incline 1
3.63
Incline 2
6.29
The following calculations are based on the 12VDC Spur Gear Head Motor sold by RobotShop [7].
The speed torque plot for this motor is shown below in Figure 22.
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Figure 22: Torque Speed Plot for RobotShop 12VDC Spur Gear Head Motor
Based on the datasheet for the motor, the motor-gearbox assembly has a stall torque of 14.47 inch
pounds and a no load speed of 152 RPM.
b. Required Torque for Drive-System
Since we are using a built in gearbox, we assume the moment of inertia of the gears within the box
are negligible compared to the other moving parts. Also, the gearbox is composed of metal gears and is
fully lubricated, therefore we can assume a high efficiency.
We calculated the moment of inertia of the drive wheels, motor output shaft, and gears by modeling
them as uniform disks according to the following formula.
(9)
Since we are using gearboxes, we also must account for the moment of inertia of the load and the
load gear reflected to the motor. No data exists for the dimensions of the gears, therefore we could only
estimate them based on the gear ratio and the dimensions of the gear box. The inertia of the load
reflected to the motor was calculated using Equation 11 based on the inertia of the drive wheels, gear
ratio, and efficiency found using to Equation 10.
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(10)

(11)

The total inertia of the system was then calculated by summing the inertias of each component
as well as those reflected to the motor.

(12)

After adding these two moment of inertia terms and multiplying them by the required angular
acceleration, we added this to our required propulsion torque to find the total required torque.
(13)

The calculated total required torques came out only slightly larger than the required propulsion
torques. This showing that the inertia of the drive system is small in comparison with the weight and
friction of the system. The total required torques are shown below in Table 14.
Table 14: Total Torque Required per Motor
Required Torque (in-lb)
Flat

0.90

Incline 1

3.69

Incline 2

6.34

The total required torque of 6.34 in-lb on the steeper incline is less than half the stall torque of
the RobotShop Spur Gear Head Motor. Therefore, the motors will be operating at close to their maximum
power outputs while ascending the steep ramp and will not stall anywhere on the course.
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IV.4 Unloading Mechanism Calculations
a. Power Screw Mechanism
Our unloading mechanism consists of a power screw that pushes a piece of Lexan into the upright discs
and rolls them off a declined plane into the collection box. The Lexan pushing piece contacts only two discs
at a time, and it pushes them over a small lip that keeps the discs stationary during transport.
The efficiency and coefficient of friction of the power screw mechanism were determined based on
Professor Shaefer’s lecture on power screws. We determined the angular speed and acceleration by
estimating how long it would take us to unload all the disks (30 seconds), and by using a triangular speed
profile. We also took into consideration the length and pitch of the lead screw to ensure our speed and
acceleration were reasonable. The constants used in the power screw calculations are shown below in
Table 15.
Table 15: Relevant Power Screw Parameters
Load Mass (lb)

12.16

Length of Shaft (in)

6.27

Pitch (in/rev)

0.125

Coefficient of Friction

0.15

Radius of lead screw (in) 0.1875
Lead Screw Mass (lb)

0.196

Efficiency

0.52

In order to determine the angular acceleration of the power screw, we assume a triangular profile.
From Table 15, the screw must travel a distance of 6.27 inches in 30 seconds, therefore we can calculate
the required acceleration based on Equation 14.

(14)
Then linear acceleration can be converted to angular acceleration using the lead screw pitch.
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(15)
Therefore, the required angular acceleration of the lead screw is 0.70 rad/s2. To calculate the
acceleration torque for the power screw, we must first calculate the inertia of the load and the screw itself
reflected to the motor using Equation 16. Note that

represents the weight of 2 discs and the Lexan

part, which are the total weight of the load moved by the power screw.

(16)
The inertia of the lead screw seen by the motor can be calculated according to equation 17. Note the
mass of the lead screw was calculated using the density of steel, shaft length, and nominal shaft diameter.

(17)

Note the inertia of the motor shaft,

, was calculated using the same formula and replacing the

necessary parameters with those of the motor shaft.
In our design, there is a small lip that keeps the discs from rolling while the transporter is driving up the
ramp. Therefore, in order to calculate

, we must consider the friction force resulting from the force

required to move two discs over the lip. This force to overcome the lip can be calculated according to
Equation 18.
(18)

The friction force,

can then be calculated by Equation 19, using

and the weight of the load, and

the coefficient of friction for steel on steel contact.

(19)
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We can then calculate the friction torque,

, based on the friction force, lead screw pitch, and lead

screw efficiency according to Equation 20.
(20)

Finally, we can calculate the total required torque,

, by combining the torque due to the angular

acceleration of the lead screw and the friction torque in Equation 21.

(21)

The total required torque for the power screw is 5.93 inch pounds. Our power screw uses the same
motor as our drive system, with a torque-speed relationship shown in Figure 22. Therefore, since the
motor’s stall torque of 13.75 inch pounds is over double the total required torque for the power screw, the
mechanism will successfully unload the cargo and the motor will not stall.

b. Projectile Motion Analysis of Disks
For Subsections B and C of this section, the following ramp and lead disk parameters show in Table
16 will be used.
Table 16: Unloading Process Parameters
Item
Ramp incline
Outer radius of disc
Inner radius of disc
Height of ramp
Gravity
Gap between ramp wall and receptacle
Height of receptacle wall
Height of unloading ramp from ground

Value
30o
3in = 0.0762m
25/128in = 0.005m
0.055m
9.81m/s2
3in = 0.0762m
12in
0.5207m

To begin analyzing the motion of the disc, we do an energy balance as the disc travels from the
cargo hold to the point at which it leaves the ramp. Potential energy is converted into translational and
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rotational kinetic energy.
The energy balance results in :

In the energy balance, h represents the height of the unloading ramp which the disc will roll down, v is
the velocity of the center of mass, and ro is the outer radius of the disc. Since the lead disc has a hole
through the center, we account for the change in inertia by adding the ri factor in the equation below.
Solving for velocity of center of mass results in:

Based on the incline of the ramp being 30o above the horizontal, we can find the components of
velocity as the disc begins its trajectory. The horizontal, x, and vertical, y, components of the velocity are:

c. Projectile Motion
Now that we know the initial velocity of the center of mass as the disc begins its trajectory, we can
use the kinematic equations to solve for displacements. To find the disk’s time in the air Equation 24 is
used.
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Upon impact, y = 0 and yo is the height of the unloading ramp from the ground.

Solving for time t results in :

Using this value for time, we can calculate the horizontal displacement upon impact. The maximum
horizontal displacement of center of mass is:

The wall of the receptacle is located 3 inches, or 0.0762m, from the wall of the course. Once the disc
has left the unloading ramp, the time for the center of mass to cross the receptacle wall is as follows.

At this time, the height of the bottom of the disc is as follows.

The disc clears the wall by 4.06 inches as it passes the 3in mark. The projectile path of the lead disk is
illustrated in Figure 23 below.
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Figure 23: Disc Trajectory

V.

Control System Design
V.1 Motor Selection from Torque Calculation
a. Motor Selection Details
Stall torque and no-load speed were the most important factors in motor selection since we had to
ensure the motors could run fast enough to fulfill our velocity profile while also generating the required
torque to ascend each ramp while carrying four disks. Speed requirements were determined using the
velocity profile and the desired unloading time for the drive motors and unloading motor, respectively. We
then determined required no-load speeds and stall torques by multiplying the required speeds and
required torques by a factor of two. This ensured that the motors would be operating at close to maximum
power output, which corresponds to roughly half the stall torque and half the no-load speed. This is the
optimum range in which to run the motors.
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We imposed further requirements that our motors were compatible with a 12 volt battery and that
during a stall would draw a current of no more than 5 Amps. This was simply to reduce compatibility issues
with the rest of the electronics.
The required speeds and torques for each motor are summarized below in Table 17.

Table 17: Torque and Speed Requirements for Motors
Drive Motors

Unloading Motor

Required Torque (in-lb)

6.34

5.93

Desired Stall Torque (in-lb)

13

12

Required Speed (RPM)

40

51

Desired No-Load Speed (RPM)

90

110

In order to fulfill the requirements in Table 12, we initially selected a geared motor made by Polulu[7]
for both the drive motors and the unloading mechanism motor. This particular motor was very affordable
but its no-load speed was slightly lower than our desired no-load speed for the unloading mechanism.
Furthermore, the motors were backordered, so we decided on slightly more expensive motors from
RobotShop. The slightly higher price allowed the motors to greatly surpass all of our torque and speed
requirements. The important parameters of both the Polulu and RobotShop motors are summarized below
in Table 18.
Table 18: Motor Specifications

Stall Torque (in-lb)

13

Desired
(Unloading
motor)
12

No-Load Speed (RPM)

90

110

Desired (Drive
Motors)

Price ($)

13.75

RobotShop Spur
Gear Head
Motor
14.47

100

152

19.95

29.95

Pololu 100:1
Metal Gear Motor

Operating Voltage (V)

12

12

12

12

Stall Current (A)

<5

<5

3.2

3.8
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The RobotShop motors are reasonably priced and fulfill all the specifications.

b. Motor Driver Selection Details
Motor driver selection is critical to a functional end product because the motor drivers are what make
steering possible. They bridge the gap between the signals sent by program on the SbRIO and the motors.
The main criteria for selecting motor drivers was making sure they could operate with 12 volt motors and
batteries, and ensuring that the motors would not burn out the drivers by drawing too much current from
the batteries. Our specifications for drivers are summarized below.
Table 19: Motor Driver Desired Specifications
Desired (Drive) Desired (Unloading)
Motor Voltage (V)

12

12

Power Supply Voltage (V)

12

12

Max Peak Current (A)

5

5

Max Continuous Current (A)

2.5

2.5

Number of Channels

2

1

We selected two motor drivers made by Polulu because they fulfilled all our requirements and were
significantly more affordable than Sabertooth drivers. The specifications for the selected dual and single
motor drivers are summarized below.
Table 20: Selected Motor Driver Specifications
Pololu Dual MC33926

Pololu Single MC33926

Motor Voltage (V)

5 to 28

5 to 28

Power Supply Voltage (V)

5 to 28

5 to 28

Max Peak Current per Channel (A)

5

5

Max Continuous Current per Channel (A)

3

3

Number of Channels

2

1
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c. Circuit Wiring Diagram
The wiring diagram for the motor configuration of both the drive motors and unloading motor is shown
below in Figure 24. The connections to the motor driver pins refer to ports on the SB-Rio board. For
instance, the M2 PWM/D1 pin on the Dual MC33926 is wired to P5/D2 on the SB-Rio.

Figure 24: Wiring Diagram - Drive and Unloading Motors

V.2 Unloading Mechanism
a. Types of Motors
We made initial calculations so that our motor would be able to handle pushing four discs
simultaneously. However, after beginning our trial runs we decided that three discs was a more realistic
goal to help correct our steering problem. Therefore, our calculations are all sufficient to push four discs
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and can be found in the “Motor Selection from Torque Calculation” section in V.I. From the class wide
lottery we were able to acquire a scrap Tetrix motor with 154RPM. After testing this motor for quality, we
concluded that it would be able to handle our loads.
b. Theory of Operation
Our motor operates as a lead screw and pushes our pushing piece forward until it engages the discs.
Once it pushes the discs far enough forward, they clear over the hump and slide down the ramp on the
front end of the vehicle. We consciously designed the pushing piece so that it would not be in contact with
all the discs for a long time, so as to reduce the load on the motor. Also, in consideration of reduced motor
load, we made the guide ramps and the guide rods have virtually zero friction with the pushing piece. Since
we designed our unloading mechanism in this way, the only load on the motor is that of the discs. As it can
be seen in the CAD models, the pushing piece is initially only in contact with two of the discs and only has
to push all three discs for one second. After the first two discs roll down our ramp, the load on the motor is
reduced to one disc. Once the third disc is pushed over the hump, the robot begins its descent down the
ramp and the pushing piece is coded so that is retracts while the robot is in motion. This constitutes the
full cycles of our unloading mechanism.

V.3 Sensors and Theory of Operation
a. Purpose of Each Sensor
Our vehicle is composed of five total sensors: two ultrasonic sensors and three push button sensors.
The two ultrasonic sensors are located on the front right and back left of the vehicle at the bottom of the
frame. They use Velcro to hold to the aluminum mounting shafts we have hanging from the bottom of our
vehicle. The front right sensor is used to detect wall distance on the way up the ramp and the back left
sensor detects wall distance on the way down the ramp. Two of the push button sensors are located on
the front of the robot, at the bottom of the frame. They are used to determine when we have engaged the
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top of the ramp to initiate our unloading mechanism.
b. Utilization of Each Sensor
The two ultrasonic sensors both detect wall distance for our robot. One detects distance on the way
up while the other detects distance on the way down. Our sensors are set to maintain a distance we call
“Desired Distance”. Since the robot will surely deviate from this distance, there is a control in our code
which changes motor powers to attempt to correct this distance and move the vehicle as straightly as
possible. The greater the distance is between the wall and the sensor, the more the vehicle will correct is
path. In addition to wall following, we have implemented a timer which activates after the robot has been
reversing down the ramp for a certain number of counts. After this preset number of counts is reached,
the sensor will also detect a large change in the sensor reading. Once it detects this large change, it
reverses for roughly one more second and then stops, which we use to stop the vehicle in the loading
area at the end of the run. We only activate this large distance detection state once the vehicle reaches
the final ramp because it is possible for it to enter this state if it veers too far away from the wall on a turn
and then our robot would stop before it reaches the final loading area.
The two push buttons on the front, bottom frame of the vehicle. Only once both buttons are pushed
does the unloading begin. Our vehicle will never come in perfectly straight to engage both push buttons at
once, therefore, we coded it so that once one push button is engaged the motor on that side stops running
so that the front of the robot becomes parallel with the wall in front of the unloading bin. The third push
button is located on the right side of the robot, on one of the vertical aluminum angles. This sensor acts as
our E-stop since the E-stop on our SB-Rio is inaccessible.
c. Circuit Wiring Diagram of Each Sensor
The wiring diagram for the ultrasonic sensors and pushbutton are presented in Figure 25 and 26
respectively. Please note, wires leading to pins of the form PX/DX refer to connections to ports on the SB41

Rio.

Figure 25: Wiring Diagram - Ultrasonic Sensors

Figure 26: Wiring Diagram – Pushbuttons
d. Pro/Cons of Each Sensor
There are several factors that contribute to the overall contribution of our sensors. The two ultrasonic
sensors are beneficial because they allow us to not hit the wall on turns and remained relatively centered
on the ramp. On the other hand, the sensors do have a small bit of lag time. For example, if we made our
robot move too quickly the sensor readings would not come back to the SB-Rio fast enough and our robot
would move much more erratically, causing it to hit many more walls. This was corrected for by
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completing several trial runs and finding the optimal speed to run our vehicle as well as the best desired
wall distance. We were warned about sensors interfering with each other if they were placed too close to
each other, but we avoided this by putting them on different sides of the vehicle and only having one
ultrasonic sensor active at a time.
The push button sensors work great for our unloading mechanism. One major pro is that the
wiring for these sensors is quite simple, as can be seen in the previous section. Neither sensor has a chance
of hitting any part of the ramp until it reaches the top so we were not worried about that. One con for
these unloading sensors is that they did not cushion the impact our robot had with the wall once it
reached the top of the ramp. Our vehicle would continue at our set duty until it hit the wall, and
sometimes it would hit hard. We had to lower the speed so that our robot would not damage the ramp.
Also, we were initially worried that the faces of the sensors were not large enough and that they might not
engage at the top of the ramp; however, we found out our worry was unwarranted after we ran the
vehicle and it successfully unloaded. The E-stop push button sensor was also very simple to wire and there
were no cons to using this sensor.

V.4 State Diagram
The state diagram outlining the logic for the control system employed in the MRS III is shown in Figure
27. Additionally, a description of each state along with the guard to get out of the state and the action in
the state is provided in Table 21.
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Figure 27: State Diagram
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Table 21: Description, Guard and Action of States

STATE

DESCRIPTION

START

CRUISE ON TIMED FORWARD

START is initialized once Lab View has
NONE
completed downloading the program on the
SB-Rio
STANDBY is the default state while the
CRUISE ON button pressed
cruise control is off
Traverses forward while button is held
MANUAL FORWARD button
released
Traverses backwards while button is held
MANUAL REVERSE button
released
Actuates unloading mechanism forward
MANUAL UNLOAD button
while button is held
released
Actuates unloading mechanism backwards
MANUAL RELOAD button
while button is held
released
Traverses forward for set amount of time
Timer exceeds 3 seconds

FORWARD

Traverses forward constant power

RIGHT

Turns right by increasing left motor power
and decreasing right motor power

LEFT

Turns left by increasing right motor power
and decreasing right motor power

Ultrasonic sensor distance
reads within ± 1cm from
desired wall distance

PAUSE

Turns off all motors and stores previous
command for resume

CRUISE ON button pressed

STANDBY
MANUAL FORWARD
MANUAL REVERSE
MANUAL UNLOAD
MANUAL RELOAD

GUARD OUT OF STATE

Ultrasonic sensor distance
reads outside of ± 1cm from
desired wall distance
Ultrasonic sensor distance
reads within ± 1cm from
desired wall distance

ACTION IN STATE
NONE

NONE
Both motors forward at
equal % duty
Both motors reverse at equal
% duty
Unload motors forward at
constant % duty
Unload motors forward at
constant % duty
Both motors forward at
equal % duty
Both motors forward at
equal % duty
% duty to left motor is
increased based on
magnitude deviation from
desired wall distance
% duty to right motor is
increased based on
magnitude deviation from
desired wall distance
% duty to all motors is set to
0. Stores previous command
in state data.
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DETERMINE WHICH SIDE HIT FIRST Determines which side hit first by which
push button is engaged first
LEFT SIDE
Stops left motor, drives right motor
RIGHT SIDE
Stops right motor, drives left motor
UNLOAD AND RELOAD
Unloading mechanism pushes discs out and
returns to original position
TIMED SEPARATION
Traverses forward for set amount of time

Left or right push button
engaged
Both push buttons engaged
Both push buttons engaged
Timed iterations forward and
backwards
Timer exceeds 1 seconds

LOADING BAY TIMED FORWARD

Traverses forward for set amount of time

Timer exceeds 2 seconds

WAIT FOR RELOAD

Stops all motors and waits

Timer exceeds 10 seconds

NONE
Only right motor drives
Only left motor drives
99% duty to unloading motor
Both motors forward at
equal % duty
Both motors forward at
equal % duty
0% duty to all motors
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The control system is split up into four different super states, which comprise the four main stages of
operation. In the off state, the buttons on top of the SB-Rio can be used to manually control the robot to assist
in testing and troubleshooting, as well as initiate the CRUSIE ON region. When one or more of the buttons are
pressed, a Boolean TRUE is sent to the SB-Rio, and the signal can be read through the input cluster and fed into
the state diagram. Based on the four sub states in the MANUAL OPERATION region of the state chart, an output
command is exported along with a percent duty.
Since the robot traverses the course both forward and backward with the same orientation, the same
logic is used to steer the robot, but he sense of the commands (forward, left, etc.) is flipped with respect to the
motor directions. A state data Boolean handles this switch and is set to true for the ascent, and then changed to
false after unloading for the descent. A constant--desired wall distance--is set to be the ideal distance to
maintain while in the CRUISE ON region. Two ultrasonic sensors, one on each side, are used to read wall
distance data in real-time which is compared to the desired wall distance. The robot will remain in the forward
state while the sensor reads within  1cm of the desired wall distance. When the robot is not within  1cm, the
left or right state is entered and a deviation factor is used to speed control the turning magnitude. The deviation
factor is the distance from desired divided by desired wall distance.
Once the CRUISE ON button is pressed, the timed forward state is entered in which the robot drives
forward with constant power to each motor. This state is used to exit the loading bay before reading any wall
data. After a set period, the forward state is entered. Once the robot reaches the top of the ramp, the frontal
push buttons are engaged against the forward wall.
In order to correct for misalignment of the robot, the UNLOADING/RELOADING region determines
which side hits first and then drives the other motor to bring the robot flush with the wall. The unloading
mechanism is timed to operate at maximum percent duty for a set amount of time. The timer is handled by the
super state which increments the state data variable—loop iterations—each time the FPGA refreshes. Once the
discs are unloaded, the Boolean value indicating the decent is switched. A short timed separation from the wall
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occurs to disengage the push buttons, and then the robot enters the forward state.
Another timing event is used on the descent in order to prepare the robot for entry to the loading bay.
To deter wall following into the loading bay, a forward only command is sent after approximately 10 seconds on
the return. Once this occurs, the sensor input is solely used to sense the jump in wall distance as an indicator
that the robot is back into the bay. When in the loading bay, all motors are shut off and the ascent Boolean is
again switched. The robot waits for 10 seconds before entering timed forward state again for the next run.

VI.

Product Fabrication
VI.I Chassis Fabrication
As detailed in previous sections, our chassis design involved a large quantity of simple structural
components. The chassis was composed entirely of ¾ inch “L” shaped aluminum angles, which all had to
be cut to length, faced, and drilled. The structural integrity of the frame depended on the accuracy and
precision of each “L” shaped piece, so care was taken in every step, especially drilling the holes. Roughly
twenty pieces had to mate together correctly in order to ensure proper strength and alignment of the
chassis. The figure below shows an example of a drawing used to machine one of the “L” shaped structural
components.
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Figure 28: Vertical Angle Engineering Drawing
In order to cut down on machining time, an assembly line – like system was used. One team member
would band saw and face the pieces to the correct length while another would mark off hole locations and
drill the holes using either a mill or a drill press. This proved to be fairly efficient.
There were several minor setbacks, mainly due to incorrectly placed holes. The fixes were fairly easy
however, since each individual part was simple. Certain holes also had to be widened to account for error
in measurements. Once the “L” pieces were finished, the frame was bolted together and painted. The
image below shows the finished chassis.
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Figure 29: Assembled Chassis

To paint the chassis assembly, a layer of yellow was applied and allowed to dry. After taping off sections
using masking tape, the final black layer was applied.

Figure 30: Partially Painted Chassis with Shaft Supports
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Figure 31: Fully Painted Chassis Assembly
The base pieces, onto which the SbRIO and other electrical components mount, were machined from
plastic scrap in a similar manner. First rough cuts were made using a band saw, then precise cuts were
made by facing the edges on a mill, and finally holes were drilled using a drill press.

VI.II

Drive System Fabrication

The drive system was composed of two drive motor mounts and two shaft supports. These four
components required a great deal of precision, because errors would lead to increased motor friction and
a potentially lopsided forward drive.
The motor mounts were machined from ¼ inch aluminum 6061 stock. First pieces were band sawed,
then more precise cuts were made on the mill. This ensured that all edges were perpendicular to
eachother and straight. Mounting holes were marked, drilled, and tapped. For these we used the method
of first marking the hole center, punching it to create a small indentation, then using the drill press to
make the starter hole and finally the actual hole. We then used the hand tap to create internal threads so
that the mounts could be secured to the frame. The engineering drawing used to machine the motor
mounts is shown below.
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Figure 32: Motor Mount Engineering Drawing

Shaft supports were machined in the same manner, but we had to measure the diameter of the
bearings in order to ensure a press-fit. This was difficult and took two iterations to end up with a hole of
correct dimensions.

VI.III

Unloading Mechanism Fabrication

For the unloading mechanism, another motor mount, two guide rod supports, two guide rods, and a
lead screw support were machined for the unloading mechanism assembly.
The carrying assembly, which was initially designed to be wood for its low weight, was machined from
Delrin scrap plastic. Although the Delrin added a significant amount of weight to the robot, it has an
extremely low frictional coefficient with aluminum, which improves mechanical operation. These parts
were tedious to manufacture as they all required precision milling, drilling and tapping.
The pushing piece of the unloading mechanism was machined on the mill using Lexan scrap material.
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The abundance of features made this piece fairly time consuming to fabricate. The engineering drawing
used to machine the pushing piece is shown below.

Figure 33: Pushing Piece Engineering Drawing

The pushing piece also had to mount to a nut on the lead screw. We fabricated an aluminum block that
had a circular through hole and square hole milled to about half depth. The square nut was then placed
inside this groove and secured by bolting a small aluminum plate over it.
The ramp surfaces were also difficult, because they required the use of a 60 degree template piece that
allowed angles to be milled. Since this 60 degree template did not exist in the machine shop, we were
forced to make it ourselves using the band saw. A picture of the finished ramp pieces is shown below.
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Figure 34: Finished Plastic Ramps

VI.IV

Final Assembly

Assembly was simple once all our parts were machined properly. However, due to the high number of
parts, the assembly process was extremely tedious at first. Eventually, after many iterations, we mastered
the most efficient ways to assemble and disassemble the robot and each of its sub-systems. A picture of
the fully assembled MRS, without any electrical components except motors, is shown below in Figure 35.
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Figure 35: Fully Assembled MRS without Electrical Components

VII.

Product Testing and Evaluation
Tables 22-24 show our trial data for our floor turning course, inclined ramps, and demonstration ramp
trials, respectively.
Table 22: Floor Turning Course Trials

Floor Turning Course Trials
Number of
Discs

Deviation
Multiplier

Exponent

Desired Wall
Distance

Percent
Duty

Notes

0

2

2

8

40

Works, need to reduce timed
forward

0

2

2

8

40

Works, on restart it turns in
reverse instead of going back
into timed forward
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4

2.5

1.5

8

Perfect. Use these settings to
get cleared for ramp

60

We did not complete many trials for the floor course because we had done extensive testing on curved
turns with our own, self-made walls. First, we tested with zero discs to make sure we could complete the
course and once we did after our second attempt, we loaded it with discs to find the exact percent duty
we wanted to use. We were confident in our ability to complete this course to get cleared to use the
demonstration ramp and simply needed to fine tune the exact parameters we wanted to use.
Table 23: Ascending Inclines Trials

Ascending Inclines Trials
Number of
Discs

Deviation
Multiplier

4

2.5

1.5

4

2.5

1.5

Percent
Duty

Notes

8

75

Runs well, more
power

8

85

Perfect. Use to
get cleared for
ramp

Exponent Desired Wall Distance

Similarly to the floor course, we did not need many trials to test our ramp climbing capabilities. We
simply loaded our vehicle and worked out the lowest percent duty we needed to climb the steepest ramp
and we were cleared after only two trial runs.
Table 24: Demonstration Ramp Trials

Demonstration Ramp Trials
Trial
#

1

Number of
Discs

0

Deviation
Multiplier

2

Exponent

2

Desired Wall
Distance

8

Percent
Duty

Notes

60

Hits wall on
right turns,
especially
second right.
Stuck on second
right turn
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Hit wall on right
turns, but made
it through.
First few turns
looked good, a
little
oversteering.
Weird behavior
with push
buttons and
seonsors.
Very good
performance
(less oversteer)
but motors
randomly
stopped.
Restarted by
disconnecting
and
reconnecting
motor battery.
Touches wall on
second right
turn.
Made it but
oversteerin
g.
Oversteering
and can't ascend
second ramp.

2

0

2.5

2

8

60

3

0

2.5

1.5

8

60

4

0

2

1.5

8

60

5

1

2

1.5

8

85

6

2

2.25

1.5

8

85

7

4

2

1.5

8

95

8

3

2

1.5

8

90

Made it,
oversteering.

9

4

2

1.5

8

90

Stop halfway up
ramp one and
rolled down.
Possibly
stall/battery
problem.

10

4

2

1.5

8

95

Hits wall on first
right turn.
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11

4

2.5

1.5

8

95

12

4

2.5

1.5

8

91

13

4

2

1.5

8

91

14

4

2

1.25

8

91

15
16

4
4

1
1

1
1

8
8.5

91
91

17

4

1

0.6

8.5

91

18

4

1

0.9

8.5

85

19
20

4
4

1
1

0.9
0.9

8.8
8.8

85
80

1.3

0.9

8.8

80

21
22

23

24

25

4
4

3

3

3

2

2

2

2

1.5

1.5

1.5

1.5

8.6

9.2

9

9

Made it but was
questionable .
Had to restart
motor battery
connection.
Made it up
second incline
but was moving
too fast for
turns.
Steering is too
aggressive.
Hit wall after
second incline.
Hit first wall.
Hit first wall.
Made first turn
but hit on
straight part.
Battery pack /
hit top curve.
Hit top curve.
Hit curved wall.
Made all / hit
crooked.

73

Second ramp
power problem,
corners fine.

65

Made it, front
sensor clears
but fishtails and
back end hits.

65

FOUR times
completed in a
row, with
repeatability!!!

65

New batteries
(disposable).
Looked fine on
turns but not
enough to get
up second ramp.
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26

3

2

1.5

9

72

Perfect. Use
these settings
for demo.

As the previous table shows, we completed extensive trial runs on the demonstration ramp to ensure
we had our robot running perfectly. From the start, we were extremely confident in our reverse and
unloading capabilities to the point where we did not feel the need to record any data for them. The
reverse and unloading were perfect every time so we only took notes for our trials up the ramp. The first
major problem we had was that our vehicle continually hit the walls after completing right turns. It took us
several trials, but we eventually arrived at the conclusion that we were running at too high of a percent
duty so we decided we needed to lower it. Another problem arose from this because we could barely
make it up the steeper of the two inclines as it was already, so lowering the percent duty would not help
that. After trial 22, we decided that it would be better if we only carried three discs so we could lower the
percent duty on our motors. This drastically increased our performance and gave our vehicle its first signs
of repeatability in completing the course.
We also needed to figure out what to set our deviation multiplier and exponent to but it was
very hard to tell what changing each of them did. We could only record by eye the changes that took place,
and it was difficult to determine if the performance increased or decreased from run to run. If we could go
back, we would have recorded more of the trials on video or recorded motor data on graphs in LabVIEW.
As the table shows, shortly after we switched from four discs to three we were able to become
more consistent in our performance. From this point on, it was simply fine tuning the wall distance,
multiplier and exponent to the values we were comfortable with. After we were all satisfied with repeating
the same course of action four times in a row, we decided those were the settings we would use for the
demonstration. We were running on the same batteries for several hours, so we made sure to change
them out (trial 25) to ensure that it did not change much in terms of our motor power. It seemed that new
batteries slightly diminished our power, so we slightly increased the percent duty and arrived at our final
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parameters. They were used for our final demonstration in front of the professors and we successfully
made several runs up and down the ramp.

VIII.

Work Breakdown Schedule
VIII.1 Work Breakdown Schedule Diagram
The work required to complete the MRS III is first broken down into the high-level requirements. The
Work Breakdown Schedule (WBS) Tree illustrating this decomposition of required work is shown below in
Figure 36.

Figure 36: High-Level WBS TREE
Next, each of the high-level requirements is further broken down into their composition tasks and who
is responsible for their completion. For some of the tasks an individual was responsible while for others the
entire team worked on it. The WBS trees for the structural, electrical, software, testing and final
documentation components of the project are shown in Figures 37-41 respectively.
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Figure 37: Structural WBS
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Figure 38: Electrical WBS

Figure 39: Software WBS
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Figure 40: Testing WBS

Figure 41: Final Documentation WBS

VIII.2 Work Breakdown Schedule Dictionary
The Work Breakdown Schedule Dictionary provides a description of each WBS element found in the
WBS trees in Figures 37-41, and is presented below.
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WBS Element
MRS-II:
1. Structural
1.1 Angle Frame
1.2 Disc Carrier
1.3 Motor Mounts
1.4 Shaft Blocks
1.5 Guide Rails
1.6 Rail supports
1.7 Pushing Piece
1.8 Lead Screw
1.9 Lead Screw Mount
1.10 Lead Screw Attachment
1.11 Drive Shaft
1.12 Base Plate
1.13 Sensor Mounts
1.14 Caster Support
2. Electrical
2.1 Motor Drivers
2.2 Sensors
2.3 Sensor Circuits
2.4 Batteries
2.5 Motors
2.6 Power Switch
2.7 Fuses
3. Software
3.1 Make Flow Chart
3.2 Modify Old LabView Code
3.3 Sensor Code
3.4 Wall Following Code
3.5 Pushbutton/Unloading Code
3.6 Turning Code
3.7 Program Drivers
3.8 Integrate Code
4. Testing
4.1 System Integration
4.2 Test Power Supply
4.3 Test Electrical Components
4.4 Test Control System
4.5 Make Final Adjustments
4.6 Aesthetics
5. Final Documentation
5.1 CAD Models
5.2 WBS Report
5.3 Project Presentation
5.4 Final Report

Description
Project Title
High-level task for mechanical components
Add mounting holes for motors mounts
Re-fabricate from synthetic material
Add motor mounting holes
Re-drill hole for bearing to fit
Cut to length
Complete
Clean of blue
Shorten and lathe down ends
Design connection of push piece and lead
screw
Complete
Cut to length
Add mounting holes
CAD and Fabricate
Fabricate
High-level task for electrical components
Solder pins to board
Acquire
Design circuit and construct circuits
Complete
Wire to drivers
Acquire and wire
Put in line after power switch
High-level task for Software

Download and modify
Download and modify
Create
Create

Testing of Complete Setup
Combine all components
Complete
Test runs on ramp
Clean off all machining marks and polish
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VIII.3 Budget and Resource Detail
Since we have already procured our materials for the project our main resource of interest is time.
However, a detailed list of our purchased parts and their cost is provided in Section IX. An estimated time
breakdown of each construction process is show in Tables 25-29. These estimations were made at the start
of the project this quarter.
Table 25: Component Fabrication
Estimated Time Required (hours)

Angle Frame

4

Disc Carrier

6

Motor Mounts
Shaft Blocks
Guide Rails
Rail supports
Pushing Piece
Lead Screw
Lead Screw Mount

3

Lead Screw Attachment
Drive Shaft
Base Plate
Sensor Mounts
Caster Support

1

2
1
1
3
2
1
2
1
1
1

Table 26: Electrical Component Assembly
Motor Drivers
Sensors
Sensor Circuits
Batteries
Motors
Power Switch
Fuses

Estimated Time Required (hours)
4
4
2
2
2
2
2

Table 27: Software Wiring
Make Flow Chart
Modify Old LabView Code

Estimated Time Required (hours)
3
2
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Sensor Code
Wall Following Code
Pushbutton/Unloading Code
Turning Code
Program Drivers
Integrate Code

2
5
5
4
10
5

Table 28: Testing the System
Estimated Time Required (hours)
System Integration
10
Test Power Supply
2
Test Electrical Components
4
Test Control System
10
Make Final Adjustments
10
Aesthetics
2

Table 29: Final Documentation
CAD Models
WBS Report
Project Presentation
Final Report

Estimated Time Required (hours)
5
10
10
10

VIII.4 Gantt Chart
The Gnatt Chart illustrating our proposed work schedule is presented in Table 30 below.
Table 30: Gantt Chart
Week 4 Week 5 Week 6 Week 7 Week 8 Week 9 Week 10 Finals
Fabrication
Assembly
Sensor Circuits
Wiring
Programming
Testing
Polishing
Compete

Our Work Breakdown Schedule (WBS) was, for the most part, adhered to. The only thing that seemed
to be different was the amount of time we allotted for testing and debugging. We strongly under assumed
the time this phase took and we corrected by spending several more hours in the CAD lab running trials
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the weekend before the demonstration. Finally, our group worked very well together on each aspect of
the robot. No single person handled any part of the design, manufacturing, fabrication, wiring, coding or
testing alone. We always made sure that there was at least one more group member present to double
check and help with the workload. In the end, we closely adhered to our WBS.

IX.

Bill of Materials and Cost Analysis
IX.1 Bill of Materials
A complete exploded view of the MRS III is provided in Figure 42 along with balloon indicators that
call out the parts corresponding number on the Bill of Materials, shown in Table 31. Combined, the
exploded view and the Bill of Materials show the location and interface of the MRS III components,
and provide a description of each part. The quantity of each part used, the part’s vendor, and the
price are also provided in the Bill of Materials.
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Figure 42: Exploded View of MRS III
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Table 31: Bill of Materials

Part #

Quantity

Description

Vendor

Price (EA)

1

2

100:1 Metal Gearmotor 37Dx57L mm

Pololu

24.95

2

1

Tetrix 154RPM scrap motor

N/A

0

3

1

Dual MC 33926 Motor Driver Carrier

Pololu

29.95

4

1

MC33926 Motor Driver Carrier

Pololu

17.95

5

1

Breadboard Electronics

N/A

0

6

1

SB Rio - Board

N/A

0

7

2

SPST On/Off Pushbutton Switch

All Electronics

1.35

8

2

Ultrasonic Module HC-SR04

eBay

2.79

9

2

LM7805 voltage regulator

Tayda Electronics

0.18

10

1

8 AA Battery holder

Radio Shack

4

11

1

5A-7A Fuses

Radio Shack

5

12

1

15A Waterproof Fuse Holder (Medium)

RobotShop

4.18

13

1

6063-T6 Aluminum Angles Extruded 3/4x1/8 (12ft)

Bobco Metals

14.03

14

1

1/4" Lexan

N/A

0

15

1

1/4" 24" 6061 Aluminum Rod

Bobco Metals

6.15

16

1

Acme Lead Screw, 3/8 - 16, RH, Steel (12inches)

Roton

10.8

17

5

.25" 6061 Aluminum ASME scrap

N/A

0

18

2

Scrap Delrin

N/A

0

19

2

Zinc Plated Transfer Ball

N/A

0

20

2

BaneBots Wheel, 2-7/8" x 0.4"

BaneBots

3

21

2

Hub, Hex, Series 40, 6mm Bore, 1 Wide

BaneBots

4

22

3

Brass Shaft Coupling- 1/4" x 1/4"

Surplus Sales of Nebraska

6.5

23

4

R4ZZ Shielded Bearing 1/4"x5/8"x0.196" inch Miniature Ball Bearings

VXB.com

1.99

24

1

D-Profile Solid End Shaft 1/4", 6"

McMaster Carr

6.64

25

2

8-32 Socket Cap 3/4" Bolts (pkg 34)

McMaster Carr

2.47

26

1

8-32 Machine Hex Nut (pkg 100)

McMaster Carr

3.11

27

1

Scrap 1/4" 6061 Aluminum Sheet

N/A

0

28

1

SB-Rio Battery Pack

N/A

0
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IX. 2 Procurement
The team purchasing liaison, Steven Krause, purchased the majority the parts for the MRS III
through the UCLA MAE Purchasing Department. The PAC Order Forms for these purchases are
provided in the Appendix. The remaining parts were ordered directly from the distributor. The parts
procurement process involved numerous email exchanges with Samantha Becker, the Department
Purchaser, as well as driving around Los Angeles to pick up orders. Overall, we were able to obtain all
of the parts we needed to construct the MRS III and remain at budget.

X.

Design Requirement Satisfaction
The following table shows high-level design requirements in the left column, our final design parameters
in the middle column, and if we adhered to the requirements or not in the right column.
Table 32: High-Level Design Requirement Satisfaction

High-Level Design Requirement

Final Design

Requirement Met?

The vehicle will follow a pre-designed pathway and dump its
load into a collection bin at the end of the path.

Demonstration
completed.

YES

The path has 3 platforms and 2 ramps with a 3.5 inch wall on
all sides. The platform is about 124 inches long and made of
wooden boards. The collection bin will be separated from the
ramp by about 4 inches.

N/A

YES

The cargo is comprised of lead discs weighing 5.75 pounds and
measuring 6 inches (OD), 25/64 inches (ID) and has a 0.5 inch
thickness.

Vehicle carries three
discs per run.

YES
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The final vehicle must fit inside a rectangular box of 12x12x16
inches with external dimensions being no larger than this
specification. The device must be fully assembled when inside
this box.

Final dimensions are
11.5x10x11 inches.

YES

The vehicle must be powered by ordinary batteries, either
disposable or rechargeable and quantity is limited to 10 AAA,
AA, C or D (1.5 Volts) and 3 9-volt batteries (all disposable) or
12 1.2 volt batteries plus 3 9-volt batteries (all rechargeable).
Battery types, chargeable and rechargeable, cannot be mixed.

Vehicle uses 16 AA
batteries, 2 D batteries,
0 C batteries.

NO

Battery is the only source of energy allowed. Battery packs can
be used as long as batteries comply with the above rule.

Vehicle is fully
powered by batteries.

YES

All powered devices must have readily accessible and clearly
labeled emergency kill switches.

Vehicle has a large,
black push button on
the right, outside
frame that acts as an
emergency stop.

YES

One on/off switch can be installed on the vehicle and can only
be used in the loading area to start or end a load delivery trip.

Vehicle runs on a timer
in the loading area and
does not require an
on/off switch.

YES

The team can only work on the vehicle in the loading area.

The only work that
needs to be done is to
physically reload the
discs.

YES

The vehicle must be entirely inside the loading area prior to
starting and the 10 minute trial begins as soon as the vehicle
enters the loading area.

Demonstration
completed.

YES

The team has a budget of $350. Salvaged parts, materials and
components can be used. No individual funds are allowed.

Budget remained
under $350.

YES
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As the above table shows, only one high level design requirement was not met; battery allotment.
We used 16 AA batteries to power our vehicle along with 2 9V batteries when only 10 AA and 3 9V are
allowed. If we had more time to work on our vehicle, it is possible we could have exchanged several of the
1.5V batteries for a third 9V battery to satisfy the battery allotment design requirement.

XI.

Conclusions
After looking at various conceptual designs, it was decided that our chosen final design, the M.R.S. 3,
would best fulfill all the project requirements. The device is driven by two front wheels and guided by two
castor wheels in the rear. It travels autonomously up the ramp with minimal wall collisions and unloads
lead discs at the top. The unloading mechanism consists of a lead screw that pushes a piece of plastic
which engages the discs, pushing them over a hump and down the front ramp of our vehicle. Then the
vehicle returns back down the ramp with usually zero wall collisions and stops in the center of the loading
area.
We learned several lessons throughout this project, but none more important than proper
allotment of time and resources. None of us had taken on a project of this magnitude before and in several
instances we underestimated the time parts of it would take, such as debugging and coding. Some of us
had more experience than others in certain area pertaining to this project, but in the end we all have a
solid foundation of the different aspects of the completion of our vehicle. Another important lesson we
learned is how valuable teamwork is. We saw other groups struggle because of a lack of leadership or
differences in opinion but we were able to come together and work as a single unit. This had an enormous
impact on being able to successfully submit our final, completed vehicle.
Our team worked extremely well together and developed a great chemistry over this two
quarter long project. We were able to work out most of our technical problems without outside assistance
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by simply talking to each other and respecting each other’s’ ideas.
Although, at times, the workload seemed overwhelming and we felt that we were unable to
complete our vehicle on time, we trusted and relied on each other to complete our vehicle. We are
extremely proud of our final product and believe that this project has given us invaluable experience for
any future engineering endeavors we may face.
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XIII.

Appendix

The PAC order forms are shown below.
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